
Introducing Intelligent Cross-Sell Recommendations 
with Quick Quotes on AIG eXtra

Data-Driven Intelligence 
Our cross-sell recommendations leverage advanced algorithms and data analytics to analyse industry trends and 
behaviours. By understanding what similar clients have purchased, we deliver tailored recommendations that will 
likely resonate with your clients’ cover needs. 

Upfront Pricing Clarity 
Get accurate, transparent pricing faster than ever.  With Quick Quotes, AIG eXtra generates upfront pricing for 
recommended cross-sell products. These default quick quotes, with just a few additional clicks, can be customised 
by adding additional cover sections and adjusting limits.  Additionally, quick-quote pricing is dynamic and updates in 
real-time as you amend limits or add cover sections. With Quick Quotes, AIG eXtra provides a new level of insight into 
cross-sell possibilities to simplify your client conversations and accelerate decision-making. 

Empowering Growth
Seize new product opportunities, cultivate deeper client relationships, and unlock fresh revenue streams. By providing 
intelligent cross-sell product recommendations, AIG eXtra empowers you to broaden your book of business. 

Smarter Platform, Seamless Experience
At AIG, we are committed to continuously enhancing our e-trade platform to meet the evolving needs of our valued 
broker partners. With the introduction of Intelligent Cross-Sell Recommendations and Quick Quotes, our platform 
becomes not just smarter, but also more convenient and intuitive to use. 

Dedicated Support
Our dedicated team of e-Trade Business Development Managers are here to support you every step of the way, from 
product onboarding and training to ongoing support and optimisation. 
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This information is intended for insurance brokers and other insurance professionals.

We are delighted to introduce a cutting-edge innovation on AIG eXtra, our e-trading platform. Designed to 
streamline workflows and unlock growth opportunities, Intelligent Cross-Sell Recommendations with Quick Quotes 
is a new feature that utilises advanced analytics to instantly generate upfront pricing for products that are relevant 
to your clients.  

When you submit a new business quote, perform a MTA or accept a renewal for one of our products on AIG eXtra, 
you’ll now receive cross-sell recommendations and quick-quote pricing for complementary products utilising 
existing client data. Receiving quotes for multiple products across business lines on AIG eXtra has never been more 
straightforward or efficient.



American International Group, Inc. (NYSE: AIG) is a leading global insurance organization. AIG provides insurance solutions that help businesses and individuals in approximately 190 countries and jurisdictions protect 
their assets and manage risks through AIG operations and network partners. For additional information, visit www.aig.com. This website with additional information about AIG has been provided as a convenience, and the 
information contained on such website is not incorporated by reference herein.
AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide operations of American International Group, Inc. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or 
services may not be available in all countries and jurisdictions, and coverage is subject to underwriting requirements and actual policy language. Non-insurance products and services may be provided by independent third 
parties. Certain property casualty coverages may be provided by a surplus lines insurer. Surplus lines insurers do not generally participate in state guaranty funds, and insureds are therefore not protected by such funds. 
American International Group UK Limited is registered in England: company number 10737370. Registered address: The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4AB. American International Group UK Limited is 
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 781109). This information can be checked by visiting the FS Register 
(www.fca.org.uk/register).

For any inquiries, please do not hesitate to reach out to 
your local e-Trade Business Development Manager.

www.aig.co.uk/etrade
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Intelligent Cross-Sell Recommendations
At launch, cross-sell recommendations will be generated for 
three e-traded products: 

• PrivateEdge – Management Liability Insurance
• CyberEdge – Cyber Insurance 
•  Lifeline Plus Rapid Quote – Group Personal Accident & 

Business Travel Insurance 
More products will be added as the feature becomes 
embedded on AIG eXtra. Only products available for your 
account will be displayed. 

Image depicts a Professional Indemnity new business quote on AIG eXtra with 
three cross-sell recommendations. Two cross-sell recommendations have default 
quick-quote prices presented. Excess Protect is a cross-sell recommendation 
without a quick-quote price provided.

Quick Quotes
Quick Quotes provide upfront pricing that is based on 
the client risk information entered and suitable defaults. 
Customising a default quick quote is easy via a pop-up 
window. Pricing will update in real-time as cover limits and 
cover sections are amended.

Where there is insufficient data to generate a default quick-
quote price, a cross-sell product recommendation will be 
displayed without an indicative price.   

A quick quote can be converted into a full policy quote by 
advancing through the question set and ensuring the default 
system generated responses are accurate. 

Quote and Bind Journey on AIG eXtra

Intelligent Cross-Sell Recommendations with Quick Quotes on AIG eXtra

Client on  
AIG eXtra

Set-up a new client or 
use an existing client 

on AIG eXtra. 

New Business Quote, 
MTA or Renewal

For any of our  
e-traded products.

Cross-Sell 
Recommendations
Receive instant default 

pricing for recommended 
cross-sell products based 

on client data.

Quick Quote
Add cover sections or adjust 

limits. Pricing updates in  
real-time. 

Customise QuoteReview Bind
Convert a quick quote into 
a full quote by confirming 

question set. 

https://www.aig.co.uk/home/risk-solutions/business/brokers/your-aig-team#accordion-d499fee4d6-item-05868146c3 
http://www.aig.co.uk/etrade
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